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This paper provides evidence that there is no polynomial-time optimal
mistake bound learning algorithm. This conclusion is reached via several
reductions as follows.
Littlestone (1988, Math. Learning 2, 285318) has introduced a com-
binatorial function K from classes to integers and has shown that if a sub-
routine computing K is given, one can construct a polynomial-time
optimal MB learning algorithm. We establish the reverse reduction. That
is, given an optimal MB learning algorithm as a subroutine, one can com-
pute K in polynomial time. Our result combines with Littlestone’s to
establish that the two tasks above have the same time complexity up to
a polynomial.
Next, we show that the VC-dimension decision problem is polynomially
reducible to the K-decision problem. Papadimitriou and Yannakakis
[PY93] have provided a strong evidence that the VC-dimension decision
problem is not in P. Therefore, it is very unlikely that there is a polynomial-
time optimal mistake bound learning algorithm. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Many real life learning situations are of the following sort: the learner receives
some information about an unknown phenomenon and is required to produce
intelligent predictions about some future behavior of it. Computational learning
theory tries to analyze such situations. Usually, it is assumed that the learned
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phenomenon is represented by an unknown function which is a member of a known
class of Boolean functions.
The mistake bound (MB) learning model, presented by Littlestone [Lit88], deals
with cumulative learning scenarios. In such a scenario, the learning process consists
of rounds; in each round, the learner is queried about some aspect of the learned
phenomenon, makes a prediction, and is told whether his prediction was correct.
The learner’s goal is to make a worst case minimum number of mistakes in the learn-
ing process. An algorithm that accomplishes this goal is called an optimal mistake
bound learning algorithm.
This paper studies the computational complexity of such algorithms. We assume
that classes are given explicitly as 01 matrices, and our complexity results are
stated in term of nthe number of bits in such a representation.
The main contribution of this paper is a strong evidence that there is no polyno-
mial-time optimal mistake bound learning algorithm. This conclusion is reached via
several reductions as follows.
Littlestone [Lit88] has introduced a combinatorial function K from classes to
integers, called the K-dimension and has shown that if a subroutine1 computing K
is given, one can construct a polynomial-time optimal MB learning algorithm. We
establish the reverse reduction. That is, given an optimal MB learning algorithm as
a subroutine, one can compute the K-dimension in polynomial time. These two
results establish that the K-dimension problem and optimal MB learning have the
same time complexity up to a polynomial.
The VC-dimension, presented by Vapnik and and Chervonenkis [VC71], is
another combinatorial parameter of classes of Boolean functions. It has been
shown [BEHW89] that this parameter characterizes the ability to learn a class of
Boolean functions in Valiant’s PAC model [Val84].
The VC-dimension and the K-dimension have similar combinatorial structures.
Concerning the complexity of their decision problems, the VC-dimension decision
problem can clearly be resolved by log2 n nondeterministic bits, while the same is
not known for the K-dimension. Nevertheless, both the VC-dimension and the
K-dimension can be computed deterministically in O(log2 n) space2, and therefore
in nO(log n) time. Hence, it is very unlikely that they are NPcomplete. However,
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [PY93] have shown that the VC-dimension deci-
sion problem is a complete problem of the class LOGNP (defined there), and there-
fore it is very unlikely to be in P.
In the second part of this paper, we show that the VC-dimension problem is
polynomially reducible to the K-dimension problem. Hence, it is very unlikely that
there is a polynomial-time optimal mistake bound learning algorithm.
It is yet an open problem whether there is a polynomial-time approximately
optimal mistake bound learning algorithm. Another open question is whether the
K-dimension problem is polynomially reducible to the VC-dimension problem, thus
in LOGNP.
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1 Invoking the subroutine costs one time unit.
2 The K-dimension can be computed in a recursive fashion where the recursion depth is at most log n
and each activation of a subroutine requires O(log n) additional bits.
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2. MISTAKE BOUND LEARNING AND THE K-DIMENSION
We use the following notation. [0, 1]* is the set of all binary words. 4 is the
empty word. For u, v # [0, 1]*: |u| denotes the length of u, u } v is the concatenation
of u and v, uOv denotes that u is a proper prefix of v, and, finally, [0, 1]<n
([0, 1]n, [0, 1]n) is the set of binary words whose length is less than n (equals n,
at most n).
For a function f, D( f ) is the domain of f; for B/D( f ), f |B is the function f
restricted to the domain B.
Let X be a finite set called a point space. Let [0, 1]X denote the set of Boolean
functions over X. Members of [0, 1]X are also called concepts or vectors (over X ).
A subset C[0, 1]X is called a (concept) class over X. For a class C over X,
x # X, and $ # [0, 1] define Cx=$ ] [c # C | c(x)=$]; for X$/X define C |X$ ]
[c|X$ | c # C].
2.1. The Mistake Bound Learning Model
In the mistake bound learning model presented by Littlestone [Lit88], the
learned phenomenon is represented by some unknown function f called the target,
which is a member of a known class C of Boolean functions over X.
A learning process is conducted in rounds. In each round the learner receives a
point x # X, produces a prediction, $ # [0, 1], and then is told the value f (x). If
${f (x), we say that the learner made a mistake. The procedure used by a learner
to produce its predictions is called a (MB ) learning algorithm.
Definition 1.
1. The mistake bound of a learning algorithm A is a function, MA, from
classes to integers. For a class C, MA(C) is the maximum number of mistakes A
makes in all learning processes based on the class C.
2. A learning algorithm A is called optimal if for every learning algorithm A$
and for every class C, MA(C)MA$(C ).
2.2. The K-dimension
Littlestone [Lit88] has introduced a combinatorial function K from classes to
integers and has demonstrated that this function is strongly relevant to MB learn-
ing. Let us now describe this function, called the K-dimension. To suit the rest of
this paper, we use a terminology somewhat different from that of [Lit88].
Definition 2. A positional complete binary tree (PCT ) is a labeled complete
directed binary tree. The edges lead from the root toward the leaves; they are
labeled with 0 or 1; the two edges leaving a nonleaf have distinct labels. The depth
of a PCT is the length (in edges) of a directed path from the root to a leaf.
The canonical PCT of depth n is the labeled directed graph Pn=(V, E ) , where
V=[0, 1]n, E=[v  v } $ | $=0, 1], and an edge v  v } $ is labeled with $.
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Henceforth, whenever we refer to a PCT of depth n, we assume, without loss of
generality, that the PCT is Pn itself, rather than an isomorphic copy of it.
Definition 3. Let C be a class over X and n a nonnegative integer.
1. An n-decision tree T over X is a PCT of depth n such that its nonleaves are
labeled by points from X. The label of a vertex v is denoted T(v).
2. Let T be an n-decision tree over X. We define the map SC, T : [0, 1]n  2C
recursively by SC, T (4)=C and SC, T (v } $)=(SC, T (v))T(v)=$ for $=0, 1. In other
words, SC, T (v) is the set of all functions in C that are ‘‘consistent’’ with the labels
above v. Note that D(T )=[0, 1] <n and D(SC, T)=[0, 1]n.
3. T is an n-decision tree of C if T is an n-decision tree over X such that
SC, T (v){< for any leaf v.
Definition 4. Let C be a nonempty class. The K-dimension of C, K(C), is the
largest k such that there is a k-decision tree of C. As a special case, K(<)=&1.
The next lemma summarizes some observations concerning the K-dimension.
Lemma 1. (Littlestone [Lit88]). Let C be a class over a point space X.
(a) If B/C then K(B )K(C).
(b) For any x # X: K(C )1+min[K(C x=0), K(Cx=1)].
(c) Let T be an n-decision tree of C, n1 and x=T(4). Then
n1+min[K(Cx=0), K(Cx=1)].
We encapsulate the task of computing K into a decision problem as follows.
Definition 5. The K-dimension problem is the following decision problem:
Instance: A class C, given explicitly by a 01 matrix, and an integer k.
Question: Is K(C )k?
Another complexity aspect of decision trees was studies by Hyafil and Rivest
in [HR76].
2.3. MB Learning and the K-Dimension
The next theorem illustrates the relevance of the K-dimension to MB learning.
Theorem 1 (Littlestone [Lit88]). Let A be an optimal MB learning algorithm.
Then MA=K.
Moreover, Littlestone [Lit88] has presented an optimal MB learning algorithm
that is based on the K-dimension, called the standard optimal algorithm (SOA ).
This algorithm maintains a class named CONSIST that contains all the func-
tions which are consistent with the current knowledge of the algorithm. Given a
point x, SOA predicts $ such that K(CONSIST x=$)>K(CONSIST x=1&$). If
K(CONSIST x=0)=K(CONSIST x=1), SOA arbitrarily predicts either 0 or 1.
When f (x) is given, SOA updates CONSIST to be CONSIST x= f (x).
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Theorem 2 (Littlestone [Lit88]). SOA is an optimal MB learning algorithm.
A consequence of Theorem 2 is the following.
Lemma 2 (Littlestone [Lit88]). Given a subroutine computing the K-dimension,
one can construct a polynomial-time optimal MB learning algorithm.
2.4. K Is Reducible to Optimal MB Learning
In this section we establish the converse of Lemma 2. Namely, given an optimal
MB learning algorithm as a subroutine, one can compute the K-dimension in poly-
nomial time.
By definition, a learning algorithm is an interactive one. However, in the sub-
routine context, we use it in a restricted manner as follows.
Let A be an MB learning algorithm, C a class over X, and x # X. Define
A(C, x) # [0, 1] as the prediction of A in the first round, when it learns C and is
given the point x. The subroutine associated with A receives C and x and returns
A(C, x). In other words, we apply A to perform only the first round of a learning
process.
Now, we wish to put the subroutine to good use. This raises the following ques-
tion: What can we deduce from the fact that an unknown optimal MB learning
algorithm predicts $ on the pair (C, x)?
In many cases this fact is meaningless. If there are two optimal MB learning algo-
rithms, A and A$, such that A(C, x){A$(C, x), then the value returned by our
subroutine is just noise. This implies that we have to use our subroutine in a subtle
way and leads to the following definition.
Definition 6. A point x is called significant with respect to a class C if
A(C, x)=A$(C, x) for any two optimal MB learning algorithms A and A$.
The next lemma is implicit in Littlestone’s work.
Lemma 3 (Littlestone [Lit88]).
1. A point x is significant w.r.t. a class C iff K(C)=max[K(C x=0), K(Cx=1)].
2. Let x be a significant point w.r.t. a class C, and let $ satisfy K(C )=
K(Cx=$). Then A(C, x)=$ for every optimal MB learning algorithm A.
Clearly, the task of computing K and the task of resolving the K-dimension
problem have the same time complexity, up to a polynomial. Hence, we concentrate
on the latter task. Lemma 3 suggests the following approach to resolve the
K-dimension problem via an optimal MB learning algorithm. Given an instance
(C, k) of the K-dimension problem, construct a class W(C, k) and a designated
point z such that
1. z is significant w.r.t. W(C, k).
2. K(C)k iff K(W(C, k))=K( (W(C, k))z=0).
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To apply this approach, we need some class constructing mechanisms. To this end,
we introduce two binary operators over classes: ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘_.’’
Definition 7. We define here a binary operator ‘‘+’’ over classes. Let A and B
be classes over point spaces XA and XB , respectively. We assume, without loss of
generality, that XA & XB=<. (Otherwise, replace one of the classes with an
isomorphic copy.) Pick a point z  XA _ XB , let X =XA _ [z] _ XB and let 0[X]
denote the zero function over the domain X. A+B is the class over X defined by:
A+B ] [ f | f |XA # A 7 f (z)=0 7 f |XB=0[XB]
_ [ f | f |XA=0[XA] 7 f (z)=1 7 f | XB # B].
The point z is called the connector of A+B.
In other words, A+B contains an extended copy of each function in A or B.
A function of A is extended with zeros. A function of B is extended with zeros over
XA and with one at z.
The next lemma summarizes immediate observations concerning the ‘‘+’’
operator.
Lemma 4. Let z be the connector of C=A+B and let XA and XB be the point
spaces of A and B, respectively. Then:
1. K(A+B )K(A), K(B ).
2. K((A+B)z=0)=K(A).
3. K((A+B)z=1)=K(B).
4. For x # XA , (A+B )x=1/(A+B)z=0; hence, K((A+B)x=1)K(A).
5. For x # XB , (A+B )x=1/(A+B)z=1; hence, K((A+B)x=1)K(B).
Lemma 5. For any class C{<: K(C+C )=K(C)+1.
Proof. Let z be the connector of (C+C ). Given a K(C )-decision tree of C, one
can construct a (K(C )+1)-decision tree of (C+C ) by labeling the root of the tree
with z, and connecting it to two copies of the given tree. This establishes that
K(C+C )K(C )+1.
To establish K(C+C)K(C )+1, we show that if T is a (n+1)-decision tree of
(C+C ), then nK(C ). Let T be such a decision tree and x=T(4). By Lemma 1c,
nK((C+C )x=1). If x=z, Lemma 4 implies K((C+C )x=1)=K(C ). If x{z,
Lemma 4 implies K((C+C )x=1)K(C ). K
Lemma 6. Let A and B be classes such that K(A ){K(B ) and let
C=((A+A )+(B+B )) where z is the main connector. Then:
1. K(C)=max(K(A ), K(B ))+1=max(K(A+A ), K(B+B))
2. z is significant w.r.t. C.
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Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that k=K(A)>K(B ). Let XA and XB
be the point spaces of (A+A ) and (B+B ), respectively, and let y # XA be the con-
nector of A+A.
Let us prove K(C )=k+1. By Lemmas 4 and 5, K(C )k+1. To establish
K(C )k+1, we assume that T is a (n+1)-decision tree of C and show that nk.
Let x=T(4). By Lemma 1c, nK(Cx=1). We show that K(Cx=1)k by using
Lemmas 4 and 5 and considering the following cases:
Case 1. x=z: In this case, K(Cx=1)=K(B+B )=K(B)+1k.
Case 2. x # XB : Here, K(Cx=1)K(B+B)=K(B )+1k.
Case 3. x= y : In this case, K(C x=1)=K(A )=k.
Case 4. x # XA"[y] : Here, K(Cx=1)K(A )=k.
This established (1). By Lemma 3, z is significant w.r.t. C. K
Definition 8. We define here a binary operator ‘‘_’’ over classes. Let A and B
be classes over point spaces XA and XB , respectively. Again, we assume that
XA & XB=<. The class A_B is over XA _ XB and is defined by:
A_B ] [ f | f |XA # A 7 f |XB # B].
Lemma 7. For any two nonempty classes A and B: K(A_B )=K(A )+K(B ).
Proof. First we show that K(A_B )K(A)+K(B ). Let TA be a K(A )-decision
tree of A and TB a K(B)-decision tree of B. Construct a decision tree by replacing
each leaf of TA with a copy of TB . One can easily verify that the resulting tree is
a (K(A)+K(B ))-decision tree of A_B. Thus, K(A_B )K(A )+K(B).
Next we establish K(A_B )K(A )+K(B ) by induction on |A_B|. If |A_B|=1
then |A|=|B|=1; hence, K(A_B )=K(A )+K(B )=0.
Assume K(A_B )>1. Let T be a K(A_B )-decision tree of A_B and x=T(4).
Without loss of generality, assume x # XA . By Lemma 1c,
K(A_B )1+min[K( (A_B)x=0), K((A_B)x=1)]
Since (A_B)x=$=Ax=$_B,
=1+min[K(Ax=0_B), K(Ax=1_B)
Applying the induction hypothesis on the classes (Ax=$_B) yields
1+min[K(Ax=0)+K(B), K(Ax=1)+K(B)]
=1+min[K(Ax=0), K(Ax=1)]+K(B).
By Lemma 1b,
K(A) +K(B). K
We are now ready to establish the reduction.
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Lemma 8. Given an optimal MB learning algorithm as a subroutine, one can
resolve the K-dimension problem in polynomial time.
Proof. Let (C, k) be a given instance of the K-dimension problem. We need to
resolve the inequality ‘‘K(C )k.’’ If3 log |C|<k, then clearly K(C )<k. Assume,
henceforth, that log |C|k. Construct A=C_C, B=[0, 1]2k&1 and W(C, k)=
(A+A )+(B+B ) where z is the main connector. (This construction can easily be
done in polynomial time.)
Clearly, K(A ){K(B); moreover, K(A)>K(B )  K(C)k. By Lemma 6, z is
significant w.r.t W(C, k); moreover,
K(W(C, k))=K((W(C, k))z=0)  K(C )k.
By Lemma 3, for any optimal MB learning algorithm A: A(W(C, k), z)=0 
K(C )k. Hence, we can resolve ‘‘K(C)k’’ by a single call to the given sub-
routine. K
Note that in the above proof the simpler construction, W(C, k)=A+B, will not
do. It may be that K(A+B)=max(K(A ), K(B ))+1 and hence, by Lemma 5, it
may be that z is not significant. Therefore, the value of A(A+B, z) by itself cannot
resolve ‘‘K(C)k.’’
The next theorem sums up Lemmas 2 and 8.
Theorem 3. The tasks of optimal MB learning and the K-dimension problem have
the same time complexity, up to a polynomial.
3. VC IS REDUCIBLE TO K
This section is devoted to reducing the VC-dimension problem into the K-dimen-
sion problem. The reduction is established via two intermediate problems, the
spider coloring problem and the sparse spider coloring problem, described below.
Definition 9. Let C be class over X and AX. The class C shatters A if
C|A=[0, 1]A. The VC-dimension of a class C, denoted VC(C ), is the largest car-
dinality of sets shattered by C.
Definition 10. The VC-dimension problem is the following decision problem:
Instance: A class C, given explicitly by a 01 matrix, and an integer k.
Question: Is VC(C )k?
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [PY93] have shown that the VC-dimension
decision problem is a complete problem of the class LOGNP (defined there), and
therefore it is very unlikely to be in P. Shinohara [Shin94] studied the complexity
of several variants of the VC-dimension.
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Let G=(V, E ) be a directed graph, 7 a finite alphabet, and R: E  27_7. A map
p: V  7 is called a 7-coloring of G. If ( p(v), p(u)) # R(e) for every (v  u)=e # E
then p is called a valid coloring of G.
Definition 11. The generalized graph coloring problem is the following decision
problem:
Instance: A triple4 (G, 7, R) .
Question: Is there a valid coloring of G?
Note that the classical graph coloring problem is a special case of the generalized
problem where R(e)=[(a, b) | a{b] for each e # E. Hence, the generalized
problem is NP-complete. We do not study the generalized graph coloring problem
itself, but restricted variants of it as follows.
Definition 12. The n-dimensional spider is the directed graph Zn=(V, E )
where V=[0, 1]n and E=[(u  v) | uOv]. An n-dimensional sparse spider is a
spanning subgraph of Zn where the in-degree of every leaf is two and the in-degree
of all other vertices is zero. The spider coloring problem and the sparse spider color-
ing problem are variants of the generalized graph coloring problem, where the given
graph is restricted to be a spider and a sparse spider, respectively.
Henceforth, we make a small terminology twist. A k-decision tree over X is just
a function T from [0, 1]<k into X; The PCT associated with T is implicit. Using
this terminology, if T is a k-decision tree over X and k$<k then T | [0, 1]<k$ is a
k$-decision tree over X. Finally, we shorten T |[0, 1]<k into T | <k .
As another twist, we refer to members of [0, 1]X as vectors, to distinguish them
from functions of other types.
3.1. Reductions into Spiders
The next lemma is outside the main chain of reductions leading from the VC-
dimension problem to the K-dimension problem. The lemma is used to establish
that the K-dimension problem and the spider coloring problem are computa-
tionally equivalent (Lemma 20). Its proof serves as a preparation for the construc-
tions in the following lemmas.
Lemma 9. The K-dimension problem is polynomially reducible to the spider color-
ing problem.
Proof. Let (C, k) be a given instance of the K-dimension problem. We con-
struct, in polynomial time, an instance of the spider coloring problem, (Zn , 7, R) ,
such that
K(C)k  (Zn , 7, R) has a valid coloring.
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If log |C|<k then clearly K(C )<k. In this case5 we produce a (fixed) negative
instance of the spider coloring problem. Assume log |C|k. We produce the spider
Zk and the alphabet 7=X _ C, where X is the point space of C. We utilize only
the edges of Zk entering a leaf and refer to them as active edges. For any other edge
e we set R(e)=7_7. We apply the active edges to verify that p, a 7-coloring of
Zk under test, satisfies:
1. Non-leaves are colored with members of X; hence p | <k is a k-decision tree
over X.
2. Leaves are colored with members of C.
3. For any leaf v, p(v) # SC, p|<k (v).
To this end, define R(u  v)=[(x, c) | x # X, c # C and u } c(x)Pv].
This completes the construction which can easily be done in polynomial time. By
the discussion above, the reduction is valid; that is, K(C )k iff (Zk , 7, R) has a
valid coloring. K
Lemma 10. The VC-dimension problem is polynomially reducible to the spider
coloring problem.
Proof. Let (C, k) be a given instance of the VC-dimension problem. Now,
VC(C)k iff there is T, a k-decision tree of C, such that T(v) depends only on the
level of v. By the construction in Lemma 9, we can ensure the existence of a k-deci-
sion tree. However, we need an additional mechanism to ensure that all vertices on
the same level are colored identically.
To this end, we use the spider Z2k . In Z2k we pick w # [0, 1]k and define
Y=[v | wPv or vPw]. We use only the subgraph of Z2k induced by Y. The sub-
tree of Y rooted at w is isomorphic to Zk , hence we construct R there as in
Lemma 9. To guarantee that all nonleaf vertices in the same level have identical
color, we use a common ancestor of them as follows. For any u and v such that
|v|=|u|+k, define: R(u  v)=[(x, x) | x # X].
This completes the construction of an instance of the spider coloring problem. By
our discussion, the reduction is valid. K
Lemma 11. The spider coloring problem is polynomially reducible to the sparse
spider coloring problem.
Proof. Let (Zn , 7, R) be a given instance of the spider coloring problem. We
construct a sparse spider coloring problem, (Z$, 7$, R$) , as follows. The dimension
of Z$ is n+l where l is defined shortly; so, Z$=([0, 1]n+l, E$). To construct E$,
pick a one to one function f: E  [0, 1]n+l such that for any (u  v) # E:
vO f (u  v) (we set l=2log(n+1) to guarantee the existence of such an f ).
We refer to the vertex f (e) as the agent of e, and its task is to verify that u and
v have valid colors. To this end, set 7$=7 _ (7_7), put the edges u  f (e) and
v  f (e) in E$, and define:
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R$(u  f (e))=[(_, (_, {)) | _, { # 7, (_, {) # R(u  v)]
R$(v  f (e))=[({, (_, {)) | _, { # 7, (_, {) # R(u  v)].
This R$ ensures that in a valid coloring of Z$, for each u  v=e # E: u and v are
colored with members of 7, f (e) is colored with a member of 7_7, and the colors
of u and v are valid with respect to R(e). Hence, any valid coloring of Z$ produces
a valid coloring of Zn and the other way around.
The graph Z$ so constructed is almost a sparse spider, except that the in-degree
of some leaves may be zero. To correct this, for each nonagent v, pick two edges
of Zn+l entering v, add them to E$, and set R$(e)=7$_7$ for these edges. K
3.2 Reducing Spiders into the K-Dimension
The rest of the paper is devoted to a reduction of the sparse spider coloring
problem to the K-dimension problem. This reduction is much harder than previous
ones and is conducted in three steps. Here is an overview of our reduction.
In the first step we encode general (i.e., not necessarily valid) 7-colorings of the
vertex-set [0, 1]<k by decision trees. For p, a 7-colorings of [0, 1]<k, define Tp ,
a k-decision tree over [0, 1]<k_7, by: Tp(u)=(u, p(u)). We build a mechanism
that forces, under certain conditions, a k-decision tree T to satisfy T=Tp for some
coloring p.
In the second step we encode valid coloring of a given instance of the sparse
spider coloring problem by decision trees, as follows. Let [0, 1]<n be the vertex-set
of the given sparse spider. We produce, in polynomial time, a class W over
[0, 1]<n_7 such that for any p,
p is a valid coloring  Tp is an n-decision tree of W.
In the third step we are given a class W, as produced in step 2, and construct a
class C and an integer m such that
K(C )m  _p: Tp is an n-decision tree of W.
The next lemma summarizes some elementary properties of the K-dimension that
are used in our reduction.
Lemma 12. Let B and C be classes over X and T a decision tree over X.
1. B/C implies SB, T (u)/SC, T (u) for any u # D(SC, T).
2. SSC, T (u), T (u)=SC, T (u) for any u # D(SC, T).
3. If |C|=2K(C ) and T is a K(C )-decision tree of C, then |SC, T (u)|=2K(C )&|u|
for any u # D(SC, T).
4. Let X$/X. Then K(C|X$)K(C).
5. For k$k: K(C )k iff there is T $, a k$-decision tree over X, such that
K(SC, T $(v))k&k$ for any v # [0, 1]k$.
We start our reduction by building a special class Qk over [0, 1]<k.
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Definition 13. Let k be a positive integer. For v # [0, 1]k define
cv : [0, 1]<k  [0, 1] by: cv(u)=1  u } 1Pv. Now define
Qk ] [cv : v # [0, 1]k].
Let I denote the identity function (i.e., I(x)=x) on [0, 1]*. The next lemma
summarizes immediate observations concerning Qk .
Lemma 13. For any k:
1. K(Qk)=k and |Qk |=2k.
2. I | <k is a k-decision tree of Qk .
3. Qu=1k =SQk , I (u } 1) for each u # [0, 1]
<k.
Definition 14. Let C be a class over X. We say that T is a (k, j )-decision tree
of C if T is a k-decision tree over X such that |SC, T (u)| j for any u # [0, 1]k.
Lemma 14. For any k$k, I |<k$ is the only (k$, w2k&k$2x+1)-decision tree of Qk .
Proof. Let C=Qk and X=[0, 1]<k. Clearly, I | <k$ is a (k$, w2k&k$2x+1)-deci-
sion tree of C ; in fact, it is a (k$, 2k&k$)-decision tree of C. Before establishing the
uniqueness of that tree, consider the following property of C. Let v # [0, 1]<k and
S=SC, I (v). We claim that if x # X satisfies |Sx=0|>|S |4 and |S x=1|>|S |4 then
x=v. Assume x is such a point. By Lemma 13, S x=1/Cx=1=SC, I (x } 1). Consider
the following cases.
Case 1. vOx. Here |Sx=1||SC, I (x } 1)||S |4.
Case 2. v and x are noncomparable under O . Here S & SC, I (x)=<; hence,
Sx=1=<.
Case 3. xOv. Here either Sx=0 or Sx=1 must be empty.
This establishes that x=v.
Now, let T be a (k$, w2k&k$2x+1)-decision tree of C. For any v # [0, 1]k$ we
have |SC, T (v)|>2k&k$2, and therefore |SC, T (v)|>|SC, I (v)|2. Counting arguments
imply that the last inequality, |SC, T(v)|>|SC, I (v)|2, holds not only for v # [0, 1]k$
but for any v # [0, 1]k$. Assume now, for contradiction, that T{I |<k$ . Let v be
a O -minimal vertex of [0, 1]<k$ such that T(v){v. Since v is minimal, SC, T (v)=
SC, I (v). The point x=T(v) must split S=SC, I (v) into the two classes, S x=0 and
Sx=1, such that the cardinality of each is greater than |S |4. By our discussion,
x=v. A contradiction. K
Definition 15. Let C be a class over X and 7 be a finite alphabet. For a
vector c # [0, 1]X define c^ # [0, 1]X_7 by c^((x, _) )=c(x). The class B(C, 7) ]
[c^ | c # C] (over X_7 ) is called the 7-blow up of C.
Another way to represent classes is via binary matrices. In this representation, the
rows of the matrix are the vectors of C and the columns are the points of X. In this
context, B(C, 7) is constructed from C by duplicating each column |7| times and
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associating a distinct letter of 7 with each copy. We refer to the |7| copies of an
original column x as the block of x.
Definition 16. Let p be a 7-coloring of the vertex-set [0, 1]<k. Define Tp , a
k-decision tree over [0, 1]<k_7, by Tp(u)=(u, p(u)) . We say that a k-decision
tree T is honest if T=Tp for some 7-colorings p of [0, 1]<k.
Let C be a class over X=[0, 1]<k_7. For v # [0, 1]<k define the class C [v=1]
over X by C [v=1] ] [c # C | __ # 7: c((v, _) )=1]. Define the class C [0] over X by
C [0] ] [c # C | \v # [0, 1]k&1, \_ # 7: c((v, _) )=0].
The following lemma summarizes immediate observations concerning the class
B(Qk , 7).
Lemma 15. Let C =B(Qk , 7) and X =[0, 1]<k_7. Then :
1. K(C )=K(Qk)=k and |C |=|Qk |=2k.
2. Let T be a k-decision tree over X . Then T is honest iff T is a k-decision tree
of C .
3. Let T and T $ be k-decision trees of C . Then SC , T=SC , T $ .
4. Let T be a k-decision tree of C and v # [0, 1]k&1. Then SC , T (v } 0)=
SC [0], T (v } 0).
5. Let T be a k-decision tree of C and v # [0, 1]<k. Then SC , T (v } 1)=C [v=1].
6. Let u=v } 1 # [0, 1]<k+1 and X=X "([0, 1]<|u|_7). Then K((C [v=1])|X)=
K(C [v=1])=k&|u|.
Not only must any (k$, 2k&k$)-decision tree of B(Qk , 7) be honest, but any
(k$, 2k&k$)-decision tree of an ‘‘approximation’’ of B(Qk , 7) must be honest, as
demonstrated by the next lemma. This property will be a crucial mechanism in our
reduction.
Lemma 16. Let k$k, C =B(Qk , 7), and let C be a class over the same point
space as C such that |C"C |<2k&k$2. Then any (k$, 2k&k$)-decision tree of C is
honest.
Proof. Let T be a (k$, 2k&k$)-decision tree of C. For v # D(T ), let T $(v) denote
the first member of the ordered pair T(v). We have to show that T $=I |<k$ . Set
C$=C & C and let v # [0, 1]k$. We are given that |SC, T (v)|2k&k$ and
|C"C |<2k&k$2. Therefore, |SC$, T (v)|>2k&k$2. Now, T $ is a decision tree over
[0, 1]<k, and since any vector in C$ is a blown up image of some vector in Qk ,
|SQk , T $ (v)||SC$, T (v)|>2
k&k$2.
That is, T $ is a (k$, w2k&k$2x+1)-decision tree of Qk . By Lemma 14, T $=I |<k$ .
K
Lemma 17. Let (Z, 7, R) be a given instance of the sparse spider coloring
problem where the vertex-set of Z is [0, 1]<n. Then we can construct in polynomial
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time a class W over X =[0, 1]<n_7 such that B(Qn , 7)[0]/W and for any p, a
7-coloring of [0, 1]<n:
Tp is an n-decision tree of W  p is a valid coloring of Z.
Proof. Let n$=n&1. Our construction is based on the class C =B(Qn , 7). For
each z # [0, 1]n$, let cz be the sole member of C [z=1]. Let u and v be the two
neighbors of z in Z, where uOv. For (_1 , _2 , _3)=_ # 73, generate the vector
cz, _ # [0, 1]X
 from cz by
cz, _ ((x, _) ){cz((x, _) )  [x=u7 _{_1] 6 [x=v7 _{_2] 6 [x=z7 _{_3].
It is easier to describe the construction of cz, _ via the matrix representation. In
this context, cz, _ is generated from cz by flipping exactly 3( |7|&1) bits. These bits
are: the block of u except of the _1 bit, the block of v except of the _2 bit, and the
block of z except of the _3 bit. Now define
Wz ] [cz, _ | _ =(_1 , _2 , _3) # 73, (_1 , _3) # R(u  z) and (_2 , _3) # R(v  z)]
and
W ] C [0] _ .
z # [0, 1]n$
Wz .
Note that W can be constructed in polynomial time.
To establish the requested equivalence, let p be a 7-coloring of [0, 1]<n. By
definition,
Tp is an n-decision tree of W  \u # [0, 1]n: SW, Tp (u){<.
By our construction, C [0]/W; this implies that SW, Tp(z } 0){< for any
z # [0, 1]n$. Therefore,
\u # [0, 1]n: SW, Tp(u){<  \z # [0, 1]
n$: SW, Tp(z } 1){<.
Let z # [0, 1]n$. By the construction of W we have
SW, Tp(z } 1)/W
[z=1]=Wz/W.
Hence, by Lemma 12,
SW, Tp(z } 1){<  SWz , Tp(z } 1){<.
Let u and v be the neighbors of z in Z. By the definition of Wz , for any
_ =(_1 , _2 , _3) # 73 we have cz, _ # SWz , Tp(z } 1) iff _1= p(u), _2= p(v), _3= p(z),
( p(u), p(z)) # R(u  z), and ( p(v), p(z)) # R(v  z). Hence, SWz , Tp(z } 1){< iff
the colors that p assigns to u, v and z are valid. Since this holds for any such z, we
established
\z # [0, 1]n$: SWz , Tp(z } 1){<  p is a valid coloring of Z.
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The above equivalences combine into
Tp is an n-decision tree of W  p is a valid coloring of Z. K
Lemma 18. Assume we are given an integer n and a class W over
X=[0, 1]<n_7 such that B(Qn , 7)[0]/W. Then we can construct, in polynomial
time, a class C and an integer m such that
K(C )m  _T, T is an honest n-decision tree of W.
Proof. Let n$=n&1. For z # [0, 1]n$, let cz denote the sole member of
B(Qn , 7)[z=1]. Our construction is based on the class C =B(Qm , 7) over
X =[0, 1]<m_7, where m is greater than n and will be defined later. For
c # [0, 1]X, define c^ # [0, 1]X by c^ |X=c and c^(x)=0 for all x # X "X.
Define the class W over X by
W ] [c^ | c # W].
The class C is constructed by
C ] (C "[c^z | z # [0, 1]n$]) _ W .
Note that this construction can be done in polynomial time, provided that 2m is
polynomial in the input size.
By Lemma 12,
K(C )m  _T, an n-decision tree over X , \u # [0, 1]n: K(SC, T (u))m&n.
By our construction, |C"C ||W |. Define now m to be large enough to satisfy
|C"C |2m&n2. Since K(SC, T (u))m&n implies |SC, T (u)|2m&n, by Lemma 16
any T that satisfies the right side of the above equivalence must be honest. There-
fore,
K(C )m  _p, a 7-coloring of [0, 1]<n, \u # [0, 1]n : K(SC, Tp(u))m&n.
Let p be a 7-coloring of [0, 1]<n. For any z # [0, 1]n$: K(SC , Tp(z } 0))=m&n and
SC , Tp(z } 0)/C ; this implies K(SC, Tp(z } 0))m&n. Therefore,
\u # [0, 1]n : K(SC, Tp(u))m&n  \z # [0, 1]
n$ : K(SC, Tp(z } 1))m&n.
By the definition of C,
C [z=1] "[c^z]/SC, Tp(z } 1)/C
[z=1]/(C [z=1]"[c^z]) _ W .
On the one hand, |C [z=1] "[c^z]|=2m&n&1 which implies K(C [z=1]"[c^z])<m&n.
On the other hand, for any c # W , ([C [z=1] "[c^z]] _ [c])|X "X=C [z=1] | X "X ; this
combines with K(C [z=1] | X "X)=m&n to imply K([C [z=1] "[c^z]] _ [c])m&n.
Hence,
\z # [0, 1]n$ : K(SC, Tp(z } 1))m&n  \z # [0, 1]
n$ : SW , Tp (z } 1){<.
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Since the range of Tp is a subset of X,
\z # [0, 1]n$ : SW , Tp(z } 1){<  \z # [0, 1]
n$ : SW, Tp(z } 1){<.
It is given that B(Qn , 7)[0]/W; hence, SW, Tp(z } 0){< for any z # [0, 1]
n$. There-
fore,
\z # [0, 1]n$ : SW, Tp (z } 1){<  \u # [0, 1]
n : SW, Tp(u){<.
In other words,
\z # [0, 1]n$ : SW, Tp(z } 1){<  Tp is an n-decision tree of W.
Combining the above equivalences yields:
K(C)m  _T, T is an honest n-decision tree of W. K
Lemmas 17 and 18 yield the following.
Lemma 19. The sparse spider coloring problem is polynomially reducible to the
K-dimension problem.
Lemmas 9, 11, and 19 imply the following.
Lemma 20. The K-dimension problem and the spider coloring problem are
polynomially reducible one to each other.
Lemmas 10, 11, and 19 imply the following.
Theorem 4. The VC-dimension problem is polynomially reducible to the
K-dimension problem.
A consequence of Lemma 8 and Theorem 4 is the following.
Theorem 5. Given an optimal MB learning algorithm as a subroutine, one can
resolve the VC-dimension problem in polynomial time.
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